CONFERENCE SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
The Knitting Conference Knitt Tech 2017 is a continuation of previously conducted business meetings of the representatives of knitting industry and companies specialized in making-up of knitted garments with manufacturers of textile machinery and equipment, representatives of finishing companies, scientists, members of the broadly understood sector of public administration responsible for EU programs, representatives of banks and leasing funds.

The aim of the conference is to promote and exchange knowledge in the area of innovative technologies of knitted garments and technical products, new trends in the sector of raw materials, hosiery and underwear, as well as computer CAD systems for knitwear designing.

The conference agenda also includes the issues of finishing and refining processes, giving the knitted fabrics new functional and utility features. The problems concerning market analysis, production profitability and efficiency in obtaining financial support from sectoral, regional and national programs will also be discussed.

The papers concerning current fashion trends in knitted fabrics and garments, as well as effectiveness of marketing activities in small and medium-size companies will definitely add attractiveness to the conference.

This time the meeting will be held in one of the most beautiful palaces in Ciechocinek, and the organizers will traditionally make every effort to run it in a relaxed atmosphere.

Conference Secretary:
D.Sc. Katarzyna Pieklak
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